Attempts by various continental workers to mechanize and facilitate com pilation o f BraunBlanquet phytosociological tables from raw data are shortly reviewed and a new apparatus for this purpose is described. The apparatus consists o f a table with aluminium channels in which different headed rivets can be placed, symbolizing cover-abundance values. With this apparatus phytosociolo gical tables can be compiled in two stages.
In phytosociological techniques, especially those developed by the ZiirichMontpellier School, the manual ordering o f stands and species for preparing the synthesis tables by rewriting has always been a time consuming procedure and a potential source of errors.
The usual method of table preparation in the Ziirich-Montpellier School was described in detail by Ellenberg (1956) . Shortened English and French translations o f the procedure were given by Kiichler (1967) and Gounot (1969) , respectively.
Attempts to simplify and mechanize the tabulation procedure have been made by several workers. Wilmanns (1959) described a method using small wooden blocks with holes bored through them. Cover-abundance figures were written on each block and the sequence of stands or species was changed by putting a rod through the holes and moving the entire row or column. The method appears to be useful only with small numbers of stands and species, up to about 60 o f each. Another disadvantage is that during tabulation the set must be handled very carefully, because one block out of place could easily result in disarrangement of the table structure. This is particularly so when several rows or columns are simultaneously removed from their positions and movability of all those remaining has to be retained. Similar considerations also apply to M argl's (1967) table. Ellenberg & Christofolini (1964) suggested the use of visual 'punch cards'. The species present in each releve were punched on one card. Cover-abundance values were marked by symbols around each hole. On a light-table the cards were then compared one by one with a 'standard' card on presence alone. The 'standard' card can be chosen at random. Ellenberg (1968) described a modification of this technique, where cover-abundance values for each of the species were punched as logical sums. These techniques proved to be useful where the vegetation has already been largely classified and the vegetation units described, and where only additional releves needed to be arranged and included in the existing data material. They may, however, not be readily applicable to data of virtually unknown areas. Sophisticated techniques for tabulation by computer were recently developed by Stockinger & Holzner (1970) and by Spatz & Siegmund (1971) . These methods seem to be particularly useful for the objective and rapid processing of a vast am ount of stand and species data. When the am ount of data is not too large, and the time spent in preparing the data and the cost o f operating the computer are im portant considera tions, the apparatus presented here should prove useful.
We developed an apparatus which can be used to rearrange and order a matrix without the need to rewrite the various stages described by Ellenberg (1956) in the normal tabulation method. In the present case the apparatus was designed to handle a matrix of up to 124 X 130.
As columns or rows in the usual table matrix, we used aluminium channel, 8 mm wide, 5 mm high and 100 cm long, in which every 8 mm a 3 mm diameter hole, was drilled, thus resulting in 124 holes per channel. Rivets, 3 mm in diameter, ± 1 2 mm long, with cheese-heads of 7 mm diameter, fitted into the holes. The heads o f the rivets were sprayed in different colours, symbolizing different cover-abundance values. The advantage of using aluminium channels with rivets in lieu of blocks is that, if one rivet is accidently removed, then the rest of the arrangement cannot be affected as a result.
The channels fitted into the raised edges of a table measuring 100 cm wide and 120 cm long. At one end the channels fit under a flat aluminium bar fixed to that edge of the table, and at the other end they can be fitted under a moveable flat alumi nium bar, thus providing extra stability when an arrangement of the channels has been completed or is interrupted. To enable the channels to slide smoothly, they are supported by five metal edges let into the table surface.
For tabulation o f the data two such tables should be available. From the field data the raw phytosociological table is set up on the first table, using a channel for either a species or a stand, and the different coloured rivets for cover-abundance values. The channels are then arranged in the desired sequence. The second table is placed so that the direction of the channels is perpendicular to that of the one in the first table, and the pattern of the first table is copied on to the second table. If in the first table the species (rows) were arranged, stands (columns) can now be shifted on the second table or vice versa. In this way the complete phytosociological table can be quickly arranged in two stages, without rewriting being necessary, thus avoiding an im portant potential source o f errors. The end result can be copied in writing from the second table. The apparatus can also be used for processing other data as the sprayed rivets can be used to represent symbols for life forms, habitat features, and other meaningful ecological variables.
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S a m e v a t t in g
Pogings deur verskillende kontinentale werkers om die samestelling van BraunBlanquet-plantsosiologiese tabelle uit veldgegewens, te meganiseer en te vergemaklik, word kortliks bespreek. 'n Nuwe apparaat vir hierdie doel word beskryf. Dit bestaan uit 'n tafel met aluminiumgeute, waarin klinknaels geplaas kan word, met verskillend gekleurde koppe, wat verskillende bedekking-abundansiewaardes voorstel. Met hierdie apparaat kan plantsosiologiese tabelle in twee stappe saamgestel word. 
